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LANDSCAPE NOTES:

1. REVIEW AND CONFIRM ALL PLANTS, SPECIES, COLORS AND MATERIALS. REPORT ANY COMPLETE TO OUR PRIOR TO BEGINNING WORK.

2. NOTIFY AOR AS EACH PHASE OF WORK IS UNDERWAY.

3. PROVIDE A PLANTING SCHEDULE INCLUDING VERTICAL PLANTING AREAS AND INTERIOR TREE AND SHRUB PLANTING DETAILS WITH APPROVED PLANT MATERIALS.

4. MAINTAIN THE GRADE DURING LANDSCAPE INSTALLATION.

5. ENSURE ALL PLANTS ARE MULCHED PRIOR TO BLOOMING TO MINIMUM DRY MULCH.

6. PROVIDE A PLANTING SCHEDULE INCLUDING VERTICAL PLANTING AREAS AND INTERIOR TREE AND SHRUB PLANTING DETAILS WITH APPROVED PLANT MATERIALS.

7. MAINTAIN THE GRADE DURING LANDSCAPE INSTALLATION.

8. PROVIDE A PLANTING SCHEDULE INCLUDING VERTICAL PLANTING AREAS AND INTERIOR TREE AND SHRUB PLANTING DETAILS WITH APPROVED PLANT MATERIALS.

9. MAINTAIN THE GRADE DURING LANDSCAPE INSTALLATION.

10. PROVIDE A PLANTING SCHEDULE INCLUDING VERTICAL PLANTING AREAS AND INTERIOR TREE AND SHRUB PLANTING DETAILS WITH APPROVED PLANT MATERIALS.